ACCU-STEEL relocatable BUILDINGS

quality built
Temporary
buildings.

Durability and strength, wherever you need it.
Accu-Steel temporary buildings are the perfect solution for virtually any application, from
temporary warehouse structures to marine storage buildings, from recreational use to
construction sites. With our temporary buildings, you get the unsurpassed quality that sets
our fabric-covered buildings apart plus the unbeatable versatility of a temporary structure.
And because our temporary buildings can be easily relocated, Accu-Steel is the ultimate
choice for your portability needs.

www.asicoverbuildings.com 1.877.338.6936 sales@asicoverbuildings.com
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Wheel-mounted
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Our wheel-mounted buildings are custom-designed
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contract depending on the kind of coverage you need.
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Because you’re able to store the smaller component
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are also preferred when covering existing structures or
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materials that cannot be moved.

sized buildings in one.

Why choose Accu-Steel temporary buildings?
Economical

Efficient

Effortless

Our temporary buildings are
capable of performing multiple
building functions within one
structure, saving you money
without sacrificing quality.

We use energy-friendly fabrics that
provide natural light and temperature
control, providing you an additional cost
savings. Temporary buildings also provide
an easy way to protect against harsh
weather and the elements.

Engineered to meet the wind and snow
load requirements of most building codes,
our temporary buildings not only save you
the hassle of applying for zoning permits,
but they also meet the wind and snow load
requirements of most building codes.

We’re committed to meeting your
temporary building needs. See which of
our two building options is right for you
and your business.
Please visit asicoverbuildings.com or call
877.338.6936.

Colors available
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Accu-Steel temporary buildings are available in the same
color options as our permanent fabric-covered buildings.

